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Uniden homepatrol 2 extreme upgrade key

BuTel software home page 'Take control over your HomePatrol! ARC-PATROL is your favorite programming software for creating and editing favorite lists in your HomePatrol HP1 and HP2 ! ARC PATROL also includes a very cool Virtual Control screen. Now that thousands of folks are out
there using the HomePatrol-1/2, many of them are also enjoying ARC PATROL so they can customize their new listening experience! Join today and expand your HP1 experience using ARC PATROL! ARC PATROL is the best selling software available for the HomePatrol HP-1/HP-2! The
Uniden Homepatrol HP1/HP2 comes with software but the included software has some limitations and the favorites editor to create new systems in Sentinel is very limited. With ARC PATROL you expand the functionality of your HP-1 and HP-2: True Excel style editor with cut/copy/paste
options Add any frequency or talkgroup that is not in the built-in database Add/Modify a control channel frequency Add a trunk system that is not in the built-in database Add Nascar and other race frequencies Add Service Searches to your HP1/HP2 (many Service Search files are included
with ARC PATROL) Free Radioreference system imports* Easily share you favorite hpd files with other HP1 users. Change Alpha tags Change or add subtones Add Airband, CB, Marine, Railroad, FRS and GMRS frequencies Change the service type of frequencies and/or talkgroups
Search a frequency range Re-order or Rename favorite lists 'Bulk' edit channel parameters Convert V1.0 HPD files into V2.0 format Virtual Control with built-in RadioReference frequency search (requires HP1/HP2 extreme firmware upgrade) NEW: ARC PATROL Introduction video Other
features in ARC PATROL: ARC-PATROL includes the most versatile and most feature rich editor available on the market. ARC-PATROL combines the best of 2 worlds! With ARC-PATROL you can directly access (*) the RadioReference.com Database and import trunk and conventional
systems directly into your HP-1! Built-in RadioReference frequency search (requires additional subscription) Handy tools menu Copy/paste departments between systems, building new favorite systems was never this easy! ARC PATROL automatically detects your HP1/2 and creates the
favorite files for you! ARC PATROL discussion at www.homepatrol.com Windows XP/2000/Vista/ 7 / 8 / 10 , minimum 1024x800 video, 512 RAM. Uniden HomePatrol HP1 or HP2 connected using USB cable (supplied with Homepatrol). ARC Patrol Q & A ARC Quick Reference Manual
'ARC Patrol' contains Uniden proprietary and/or copyrighted information. Used under license. Dealers/affiliates are welcome! All updates are free for registered users ARC PATROL is not a replacement for Uniden Sentinel software. Sentinel is used to update firmware and the database in
the HP-1/2. ARC PATROL manages your favorites. * Radioreference imports requires a copy of the Uniden Sentinel software to be installed. Screenshots: Virtual Control: RadioReference database search: 'ARC Patrol' contains Uniden proprietary and/or copyrighted information. Used under
license. Uniden Manufacturer: Uniden For customers who wish to add upgrades such as ProVoice, DMR, or Extreme Upgrade (which cannot be written to the Preprogrammed SD Cards) to their Home Patrol series scanners. More details This product is no longer in stock Availability date:
Model: HP-PROGRAMMING Availability :In stock    2 of 3 people found the following review helpful:   HomePatrol Extreme Upgrade Software October 18, 2017 Reviewer: TODD REESE from PLEASANT HILL, CA United States   I have not been able to install this software on my Home
Patrol 2 since I purchased it. Was this review helpful to you?   2 of 2 people found the following review helpful:   Extreme Update January 13, 2017 Reviewer: Paul Owen from Modesto, CA United States   Great addition to the HomePatrol.  Being able to program from the field, discover new
talk groups and edit favorite lists really helps maximize my monitoring experience.  Highly recommend this product. Was this review helpful to you?   7 of 8 people found the following review helpful:   Review at new price point February 11, 2015 Reviewer: HP2 owner from United States  
There are some useful tools here if you know what you're doing or just want to have some fun, but at twice it's current price I didn't give it a second look.  It's a tougher call now.  I bought it and like it, but I'm still annoyed that I had to pay for an "upgrade," when I believe in reality the
functionality is already there - you're just paying to activate it.  If that's the case it should come with the scanner.Go over the description above and review the "extreme upgrade" manual carefully before you make any decisions. Was this review helpful to you?   7 of 8 people found the
following review helpful:   Nothing to write home about July 22, 2014 Reviewer: Jimmy Blue from NJ United States   I could have gone on without it really. Curiosity got the better of my wallet. If you buy a home patrol skip this $112 item. You don't need it and will never use it. Was this review
helpful to you?   18 of 23 people found the following review helpful:   Home Patrol July 20, 2012 Reviewer: Richard Copeland from Cheney, KS United States   I have recently used the new Uniden Home Patrol unit and was considering buying one for my collection. This unit has pretty good
ears and is good for people who want an easy to use scanner, plus the touch screen is a nice modern touch for a scanner. Now the Bad -  The Scan Cat software has always been buggy and incomplete, and not recommended by this user. The sad fact you have to pay an extra  $100-$112
 to use features that should be included on a nearly $500 scanner is corporate greed at it's worst.Scanner Master should be ashamed.  The PSR-500/Pro-106 and the Starrsoft Program, Win 500, make the Uniden Home Patrol look pretty cheesy. Scanner Master has gone downhill over the
last few years and I have also had to regularly contact the Scanner Master guys to correct their ads, because of faulty info or specs. I have lost all respect for this company and will purchase my scanners elsewhere from now on. I suggest you do the same. Was this review helpful to you? I
have the BCD996P2, BCD325P2 and BC125AT and I'm considering the Home Patrol 2 with the Extreme Package. Is this still a good unit giving it age, any rumors of a Home Patrol 3? The main use for it would be for discovery, and logging purpose while on mobile. Any opinions on the
Extreme Package? Thanks The HP2 is a good scanner for what it's supposed to do. The technology has changed, thus, the X36 and SDS scanners. There are no "rumors" of an HP3. Uniden moved on. They support it but apparently they're not doing anything to improve it. I have the
extreme package but don't use it. I use my HP2 as a backup to my other scanners (436 and SDS100). I use my HP2 with extreme package mobil and love it. No problems with the local simalcast system. The touch screen and large display are excellent for mobile use, easy to see and
operate. The various functions in the advanced mode are very useful when tracking down new sites. The closest thing to a rumor is that at one time Butel listed software as being for the SDS100, SDS200 & SDS500. The SDS500 is no longer shown though. My HP-2 has the extreme
upgrade. When I was using it for the majority of my listening, I made much use of the trunking and conventional discovery feature. Also, being able to create and/or modify systems directly on the scanner (no need to hook up to a PC) is another feature I like with the upgrade. It was well
worth $50. Can the extreme upgrade be added in the field, or does it need to be sent in? Yes, it can be added in the field. Similar to adding the upgrades to the 436/536HP and SDS series scanners. Can the extreme upgrade be added in the field, or does it need to be sent in? You can
purchase the upgrade at the my.uniden.com page, and then just enter the key in the appropriate menu on the scanner. Can the extreme upgrade be added in the field, or does it need to be sent in? If your Home Patrol is up to date on the firmware, the Extreme Upgrade is already in the
scanner. All you need to do is purchase the digital key to unlock it. The key is simply entered through the scanner's menu system... just takes a minute or so. Purchase the key at my.uniden.com . I have the upgrade as well and enjoy it.. Be Safe If you buy the "Extreme Upgrade" Can you
upgrade the firmware for the hp2 with out having to hook the scanner to the PC, & if so will it just automatically upgrade the firmware like a cell phone when ever there is a up date available ? or will I still have to manually update it firmware & just not have to hook up to a PC, just upgrade the
firmware on the HP2 scanner it self ? If you buy the "Extreme Upgrade" Can you upgrade the firmware for the hp2 with out having to hook the scanner to the PC, & if so will it just automatically upgrade the firmware like a cell phone when ever there is a up date available ? or will I still have
to manually update it firmware & just not have to hook up to a PC, just upgrade the firmware on the HP2 scanner it self ? The "Extreme Upgrade" activates features that are in the current firmware, but not enabled. Adding the Extreme Upgrade does not require connecting the scanner to a
PC. There have been no updates issued for the HP-2. It does what it is designed to do, and did not need a firmware tweak to correct an unforeseen issue. Database updates do require connecting the HP-2 to a PC that has the Sentinel software installed. Sentinel then retrieves the update
and incorporates it into the software's database. You then can use Sentinel to write the update and/or any Favorites list changes or additions to the scanner. It is not an automatic process, and neither the software nor the scanner will update themselves automatically when connected to the
internet. It's not likely that there will be any more firmware updates. Uniden feels they have probably done all they can for both the HP1 and HP2. I have both models and it's been years since either's firmware was updated because there's nothing left to change or improve. Thank you so
much for the replies back on my question, they are very helpful info on the HP2 to know & once again thank you.
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